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The current reporting period is characterized by many positive

developments. Between July and September, not only were some of the

solutions fully developed, but also other processes such as the support for the

RISA Strategy were set in motion.

A lot has happened in the area of capacity building measures. Both the

training courses for RISA as well as the Machine Learning trainings for the

community came to an end. In addition, a number of interesting online

events took place and  the successful implementation of the Techify Mobility

Challenge, which was held from July to September, is also highlighted in this

regard. However, DSSD does not want to pre-empt too much and wishes you

a pleasant reading!

INTRODUCTION

In partnership with MINICT, GIZ is developing the Rwanda Tech Innovation

Policy and its consequent implementation strategies. This includes concrete

actions to be taken going forward as well as strategies and initiatives of

cementing the achieved milestones. A conclusive overview of other existing

ICT initiatives will be taken into consideration and a direct link will be

formulated in the policy. Furthermore, the aim is to develop a comprehensive

and action-oriented five-year Tech Innovation Policy Strategy and programs

to be run in partnership with public and private sector partners to advance

the innovation ecosystem, with a costed implementation plan that is

practical to all stakeholders (including GoR, Development Partners, private

sector and civil society). The policy is expected to be completed by the end of

the fourth quarter of 2020.

Rwanda Tech Innovation Policy
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The project aims to support the Rwanda Information Society Agency (RISA)

to develop a five years’ strategic plan. This document will guide the

operations in order to increase effectiveness and service delivery while basing

on the existing and new initiatives. The plan is to achieve this through

increased usage of ICT as a cross-cutting enabler for the development of

other sectors. The Inception Report has already been reviewed and approved.

RISA Strategy

2.A1: Institutional support to RISA

PROGRESS PER OUTPUT DURING THE PERIOD

2.A: Human Resource and Institutional Development
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2.A1: Institutional support to RISA

PROGRESS PER OUTPUT DURING THE PERIOD

2.A: Human Resource and Institutional Development

DSSD has embarked on conducting implementation studies for the solutions

developed by DSSD. The basic objective of these studies is to establish and

communicate the approach, implementation processes and KPIs of the

solution in a single document in order to guide future iterations and/or

similar solutions. 

These implementation studies identify the changes needed for existing

processes, procedures, resources and equipment, and document how to

make the changes. In addition, the study identifies who will make the

changes and when they will be completed. It is also crucial to determine how

the changes will be measured and deemed successful (KPIs). 

Currently, DSSD is conducting seven studies; Virtual Laboratory, Smart

Agriculture, Digital Ecosystem Mapping Tool, LMIS, GERAYO, My Money and

Digital Walking Stick. All these studies are expected to be completed by the

end of the fourth quarter of 2020.

Implementation Studies

The  project  aimed at transferring skills through providing comprehensive

technical expertise in different IT-domains. Since July, the remaining

trainings in Project Management, TYPO 3, Networking, Enterprise

Architecture and Software Architecture could be completed. 

Coaching at RISA



The IoT trainings have reached 185 participants so far. Until the end

of the year, four more cohorts will be trained at the DigiCenter.

The Machine Learning trainings have trained 140 participants and

ended with the last cohort in September.

Due to the COVID-19 lockdown since March, the IoT and Machine Learning

trainings had been on hold. With a reduced number of trainees and under

compliance of the governmental regulations, the trainings resumed in

August.
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IoT and Machine Learning Trainings

2.A2: Capacity Development

PROGRESS PER OUTPUT DURING THE PERIOD

2.A: Human Resource and Institutional Development
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more than 1,200,000 sentences have been collected, and the data set

curation has been completed,

more than 1,200 hours of voice recordings have been completed,

up to 1,200 hours of voice recordings have been verified and

approved by Mozilla Engineers,

the final report has been completed.

The main objective of this project is to build open Kinyarwanda Voice Data

Sets allowing developers to create more inclusive solutions by using a voice-

to-text interface.

Until now,  

Kinyarwanda Language Engine

2.B1: Development of 14 Solutions

PROGRESS PER OUTPUT DURING THE PERIOD

2.B: Digital Solutions Development

Collaboration with Deloitte for the DEM Tool and LMIS reaches
its second Iteration

After an initial kickoff meeting including all partners for both LMIS (RDB, GIZ

DSSD & GIZ Eco-Emploi) and DEM Tool (KIC, RISA, JICA, RDB, ICT Chamber

and GIZ DSSD) in July, the team has started to define key deliverables with

the experts from Deloitte that are realistic to achieve in the given timeframe.

The team is now already working on the technical documentation and a

working MVP. First results are expected by the end of October.
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The development of final product has been completed,

The coaching and support services in terms of business

development, marketing and branding are ongoing,

The testing of the final product in collaboration with

DSSD's partners is ongoing.

The main purpose is to produce a digital walking stick that will

enable visually impaired people to detect obstacles in the

distance of 50 cm by using sound and vibration. This will  reduce

challenges that visually impaired people face in their daily lives.
 
Status of the innovation phase: 

Digital Walking Stick

Nutri Rwanda

My Money

The development of the mobile application

functionalities, payment functionality, system backend &

user interface has been completed,

The testing of the mobile application is ongoing.

Nutri Rwanda is a mobile application for women in rural areas

offering online nutritional services. This includes consultancy on

diet therapy, meal planning and child growth monitoring. Nutri

improves nutritional knowledge, attitudes, and practices from

individual level to households in the rural areas.

Status during innovation phase:

The business model has been identified,

Plug-ins for data analytics and reporting in printable chart

format have been developed,

An add-on mini shop feature for connecting portfolio items

made by refugee women to a large market has been

added.

The  project intends to build a digital platform  which will  link

female refugees to financial institutions enabling them to access

loans and to promote financial inclusion. This will be done

through a web-based and mobile match-making application

where women refugees can share their business plans and get

connected to funding possibilities.

Status Innovation Phase: 

2.B1: Development of 14 Solutions

PROGRESS PER OUTPUT DURING THE PERIOD

2.B: Digital Solutions Development
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Smart Agriculture

The third quarter of 2020 saw the deployment and operationalization of the

smart irrigation prototype with a full knowledge transfer plan

implemented.

DSSD aims at handing over a fully functional prototype to Rwanda

Agricultural Board and the IoT Center of Excellence by the end of the third

quarter of 2020.

DSSD also plans to conduct another training for the HCoE stuff, the IoT

Center of Excellence students and RISA interns to further cement their

knowledge of this prototype to ensure the sustainability of this project.

2.B1: Development of 14 Solutions

PROGRESS PER OUTPUT DURING THE PERIOD

2.B: Digital Solutions Development

Nr. 6. Request of blood at hospital level

Nr. 7. Reception of blood at hospital level

Nr. 8. Crossmatch of blood

Nr. 9. Hemovigilance process

The team of NCBT, RBC, DSSD and RISA have been continuing to map out

business processes which will be concluded by October. Once this is

finalized, the system architecture will be completed. Afterwards, the building

of the system will be tendered out by next year.
 
Processes that are still to be designed this year include the following:

Blood Bank Management System
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The Techify Mobility Challenge 2020 was initiated to support RURA with a

digital solution in the field of smart mobility. Four different areas for this

challenge were identified. Among them are intelligent public transport,

enhancing commuter’s experience, new mobility: on demand and shared

mobility as well as first mile distribution of goods. The challenge was

facilitated by Impact Hub.

In total, 76 teams applied for this design challenge. In the second phase of

the competition, 12 teams were selected to further develop their ideas and

prototypes during working sessions. In this period, the teams were guided by

various mentors from Impact Hub, African Leadership University, Awesomity

Lab, Smart Africa, Segal Family Foundation and Pascal Technology. In the

beginning of August, the teams presented their progress in a pitch at the

DigiCenter where four teams got selected for the final round of the challenge. 

Under difficult circumstances by adhering to the COVID-19 measures, the

whole month of August was used for the teams to finetune their prototypes.

The final pitch was hosted on 16th September at the DigiCenter. The jury

comprised of RURA, Impact Hub, Smart Africa, MakeIT and DSSD awarded

two teams with a contract with DSSD. The first winning team Lelatech will

further develop their Intelligent Public Transport Management in

collaboration with RURA whereas the second winning team Kttle will

complete their journey planning app for public transport passengers.

2.B1: Development of 14 Solutions

PROGRESS PER OUTPUT DURING THE PERIOD

2.B: Digital Solutions Development

Identifying new Intelligent Transport Systems through the
Techify Mobility Challenge



3 COMMUNITY AND EVENTS

This webinar hosted by MINICT was all about co-creating the Rwanda

Startup Act  for interested members of the community.

Webinar on the Rwandan Startup Act

This online panel event was attended by 38 participants and 5

entrepreneurs who got to share their stories of success and failure.

Key Elements of Entrepreneurship



3 COMMUNITY AND EVENTS

In partnership with German Rwandan Tech Network, Make-IT, Rwanda

Coding Academy and several other stakeholders, DSSD has been hosting

Women in Tech Wednesdays every Wednesday since 12th August. So far,

four events of this series have been taken place.

Women in Tech Wednesdays

At the end of July, the sector working group Smart Cities came together at

the DigiCenter to discuss various topics such as the central command

system for controlling Smart Cities activities or current projects. The

Minister Paula Ingabire from  MINICT gave us the honor of opening the

meeting in which various Ministries, authorities and other partners were

present.

Smart Cities Sector Working Group

@DigiCenterRWwww .digicenter .rw @DigiCenterRW

Visit our Website Follow us on Twitter Like us on Facebook 


